**Learning Playlist**

**CLICK HERE**

*The Amoeba Sisters*

**BIOLOGY LEARNING PLAYLIST**

Our YouTube learning playlist features our biology videos organized by chapter topics in our suggested sequence.

---

**Biology Review Video**

**CLICK HERE**

*Stroll Through the Playlist (Biology Review)*

with the Amoeba Sisters

Our mega review video goes through major concepts covered in biology and reinforces vocab.

---

**Science Comics**

**CLICK HERE**

Arranged by topic at bottom of page!

Our comics can be used as discussion starters or to test for comprehension. Ask students to explain them and the vocabulary involved.

---

**Science GIFs**

**CLICK HERE**

A GIF is a series of pictures looped together to make an animation. Ask students to "narrate" them and have them identify ways the GIF model could be improved. Students can create them too!

---

**Handouts**

**CLICK HERE**

Uses our video cartoons to help students connect to the content after viewing one of our short videos.

---

**Video Script Templates**

**CLICK HERE**

An edited form of our already available video transcripts that asks for student annotations, sketches, and questions.

---

**Unlectured Series**

**CLICK HERE**

An alternative to traditional lecture and notes that places more emphasis on discussion, student questioning, and student creation.

---

Find our terms of use on our website. As noted in terms, our creations cannot be in items that you sell.